
 

 

 
GURU GOBIND SINGH PUBLIC SCHOOL 

SEC V/B,   B. S. City 

REMEDIAL ASSIGNMENT FOR CLASS-VI (ENGLISH) 

 

GRAMMAR SECTION 

Fill in the blanks with correct prepositions: 

1. He was placed ……… to girls.( between/ among) 

2. She comes ….. a noble family.(of/ from) 

3. He lives …….. Mehrauli.( in/ at) 

4. He was stabbed … a bandit …. A knife.(with/ by) 

5. He came and sat ……. Me.(beside/ besides) 

 

LITERATURE SECTION 

1) Answer the following questions: 

a) What is the difference between Toto-chan's old school and new school? 

b) Why did Jacob keep the children busy? 

c) What happened when Sadiq went to call the nawab for lunch? 

d) What does the poet mean by 'You're learning all the while'? What are                                                 

e) the things you learn to cook ? 

f) Why did the narrator not object to the hunters hunting in the forest? 

g) Why did Jonti set up a trap for Nalia and his men? 

h) List the words that the poet use to describe the birds' wing. 

i) Why did the alien end his report with,"But then, the Universe is such a bizarre place?''                                                                                                                            

j) i)According to you, what will future, school be like? 

k) Which word could you replace ramping with in the poem 'The Comet’? 

 

2) Reference to the context: 

a)"Would you like to have a drink?" 

i) Name the speaker and the listener. 

ii) Why did the creature come to the earth? 

iii) What did the speaker do to find how the living beings are on the Earth? 

b)"Set the baby free, he's our only chance." 

i) Who is the speaker? 

ii) Where was the baby elephant tied? Why? 

iii) Why did the speaker want to set the baby free? 

c) "Now I'll cut up the onions, for they will make your eyes water.'' 

i) Name the speaker and the listener. 

ii) What were the speaker and the children doing at this time? 

iii) What did the speaker ask the children to do before the dinner is ready? 

iv) Name the lesson and the author.  

        

 
                       


